The Princeton in Pisa Summer Intensive Program offers the opportunity to take a four-week Princeton course (ITA 2071) while in residence on the campus of the Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa. Located in one of the richest historical and intellectual environments of Italy, the SNS is a premier university with a long and distinguished tradition.

Students who have completed the language sequence and are motivated to deepen their engagement with Italian language and cultural history are encouraged to apply. The summer program will combine language and cultural instruction through task-based activities in the city of Pisa and field trips to historic art-cities through the region of Tuscany.

Studying and living abroad, in close contact with their highly qualified international peers and with access to all the instructional resources of the SNS, will provide students with a unique formative experience, which will prepare them to make progress in their study of Italian or other disciplines at Princeton.

For questions about the program contact Anna Cellinese (cellinese@princeton.edu) or Simone Marchesi (simonem@princeton.edu)